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Dial any number
with only click!
In the past decade, the functional range of CTI
applications has constantly grown. Accordingly,
we permanently extend our CTI solution
click2dial4 with great new features, based on the
processes and requirements of our customers:
call log, contact management, external database
integration, phone book search, team status view
and much more.
Yet we managed to keep the core functionality of
a CTI software - to select and call a phone number
- as simple and direct as possible: with one click.

Hier steht Ihr Firmenslogan.

Introducing: Busylights!
Combine click2dial4 with
Busylights to show your
colleagues when you‘re in
a conversation or busy.
This way, you will get less
interrupted and can concentrate on important
calls.

click2dial
CTI - simply, brilliant.

Special feature: click2dial4 is also available as
mobile App for iPhone, Android and BlackBerry.

Please notice the additionally required licenses, offered via Actis

Just a single click on any
phone number to start a call.

- XML Services for IPTouch and Web Service for Telefonie (ICS)
- OpenTouch Conversation User (OT)
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now showing
incoming calls
on busy set

With click2dial4, you can instantly call any displayed number in any application!
Single-click any displayed phone number to call it. No TAPI or
CSTA configuration required!

← Contact list

We asked our customer what the expect from a CTI software.
The answers were clear and convincing. The tool has to be
easy to install. It should support dialing from every
application, preferably with a consistent handling. Further it
is important that notification features like popups on
incoming calls can be disabled by the user. Eventually, a very
frequent request is the ability to handle any kind of phone
number formats, not just canonically formatted ones. All
these requirements we‘re realized within click2dial4.

To use the click2dial4 software suite, you need a telephone
system licensed for Telelphony Web Services. On
OpenTouch systems, this license is included for free.
If a BICS or OpenTouch server is already available, the
integrated XML server can be used. Otherwise, the required
XML server can be installed once and later on used as
basis for further software products and custom-tailored
applications that fulfill your personal requirements. We will
gladly inform you about further details.

We listen to our customers
Our software development process is 100% end customer
oriented. This also means, that we have to support the
products that our customers use. Therefore, we added
connectors for various widely used contact management
technologies, so that all available business contact data can
be integrated into the click2dial4 contact list. Supported
sources include Microsoft Outlook, Lotus Notes, CSV files,
LDAP directories and SQL Databases. Users can also browse
third party public directories from within the click2dial4
application to look up numbers for names or vice versa.

Prerequisites

↑ Directory search

Equally important: click2dial4 for call center agents
Click2dial4 has benefits for call center agents too. By
supporting multiple lines per account, users can
simultaneously control their agent and office lines and
switch between them with just a few clicks.
Adaptation as a selling point
We not only adapt click2dial4 to our customers functional
requirements, we even adapt it to our customers
environments. May it be exotic hardware types or special
network conditions, we find a solution for everyone who
would like to simplify his communications with our CTI suite.

Team window with status and calendar data

